
facilities for testing the principles which I have endeavored to elucidate,
have been ample. Whoever reduces them to practice will be not less
surprised than delighted with his results. Geo. Hoyt, M.D.

Boston, May 10, 1852.Boston, May 10, 1852.

ORIGINALITY OF MRS. WILLARD'S THEORY OF THE CIRCULATION.

To the Editor of the Boston Medical and Surgical Journal.
Sir,—The subjoined letter was written, not with any intention of laying
it before the public, but in answer to a physician who had stated to me

some views of Sir Benjamin Brodie, and inquired of me in what respect
my theory was different. Having taken a copy of the letter, I read it
over after the original was sent, and it occurred to me that its publication
might be useful. I then made some alterations. I suppress the name of
the physician to whom it was addressed, not knowing that he would be
willing his name should thus be brought forward ; and, in fact, not now

publishing what I could call precisely the same letter.
Troy, June 7, 1S52. Emma Willard.

To Dr. --
Sir,—In every great discovery there has been first a disposition to resist

the novelty, as one of those idle innovations which only tend to discredit
truth and produce confusion ; and the real discoverer has, as a matter of
course, to stand undistinguished among such innovators until proof ap-
pears that the difference between them, is, that the one party offer a

false currency, and the other offers a true. When this becomes a fixed
fact, then the discoverer must undergo yet another ordeal. The ques-
tion being settled that the doctrine taught is true and important, then
comes the query whether it is in reality new. Not only in its leading
principles is the theory now in question the unaided production of my
own mind, wrought out step by step with years intervening—but emi-
nent persons of great knowledge have declared it to be original, and its
opposers have brought their arguments against it as something before un-

heard of; so that I think the ground of its being an old hypothesis re-

vived, will scarcely be now taken.
Sir Benjamin Brodie's experiments I have never investigated. I only

know of them as I have seen them quoted by other writers. Among
those fully au fait to the whole subject of animal chemistry, who have
pronounced my views original, is Professor Silliman. In a note now be-
fore me, dated New Haven, May 27, 1845, he thus writes—" Mrs. Wil-
lard's Memoir (on the Motive Powers) is interesting and ingenious, and
so far as I know, her views are original."

Dr. Lee wrote against my book on the " Motive Powers," in the
New York Medical Journal, Sept., 1846,* and was answered by me
the following March. Now, neither he, nor Dr. Edwards of Paris, nor

Dr. Comstock of Hartford (in letters produced and answered in my
* Dr. Lee was at that lime editor of the Journal, ant! I have been repeatedly told that the article

was from his own pen.
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work on the Motive Powers\ treated my suggestions as borrowed, or as
other than contemptible. They have, therefore, precluded themselves
from saying that Sir Benjamin Brodie or any other respectable savan,
could have previously taught them.

Indeed, before the time of Lavoisier, this theory could not have been
taught by any one ; for the greatest discovery of that philosopher w?s,
that animal heat is the product of respiration and generated in the lungs ;
a fact which before bis day was not even suspected.*

By the extracts which your obliging letter contains from Sir B. B., it
is evident that he never doubted the truth of Harvey's theory, that the
heart furnishes the motive power.f He was not considering the ques-
tion—what is it which moves the blood. He took it for granted that
it was the heart ; but the question on which he labored, was, what con-
trols the action of the heart ; and he answered, respiration and the ner-
vous system. My theory brings in a new, and as 1 believe, before im-

thought-of element, and highly important, because it is one whose ope-
rations aie understood ; and causes being understood effects may be con-
trolled. This is a chemical element, the power of expansion by caloric
—the water of the blood expanding in the lungs whose mean tempera-
ture is more than 100°, and (since the lungs act mostly in vacuo, and
water in vacuo springs into vapor at 67°) changing a considerable por-tion of this water into steam. When the temperature goes down, as in
cholera, this steam condenses, causing collapse ; and thus the arterial
channels are found empty at death. The medical journals will not, I
hope, still be too proud to publish the results of my experiments on
this subject, since cholera is now again threatening the land.

Sir Benjamin Brodie showed a logical mind in concluding that circu-
lation was affected by respiration, though he did not see how ; for res-

piration was the only invariable antecedent to circulation.
As to the nervous system, life resides in that mysterious and charm-

ed circle ; and when that ceases, of course every animal function must
cease with it. But we must not conclude, that there is no necessity of
taking heed to the laws of gravitation, because a living man can, by the
powers of life, move lightly about the mass of matter attached to his ter-
restrial being. Notwithstanding life and the nervous enemy, he must
heed those laws in order so to manage his balance, that he may move

safely. And so must he heed those chemical laws, which his life partly
controls, and which partly control his life. One of the most importantof these laws, [ believe that my theory has developed. For years I
maintained it single-handed, and with great suffering and sacrifice. I
have spent not only time and feeling, but a considerable amount of mo-

ney, including the expense of publishing my books, for which I have
received no remuneration. But if hereafter it shall be said of me—
'' she knew that the Almighty had given to her to teach a great truth for

* This conclusion was arrived at by me some time afterwards, but without knowing that it hadbeen previously taught ; and I maintained it when it was discarded by others. It thus became in
my mind the germ of thai theory of the animal heat of respiration producing" circulation.t Dr. Cartwriffht, Dr. Hiestef, and others, have of late said unreservedly that 1 am the first tocall in question Harvey's theory.
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the good of mankind," it will not then be wondered at, that I pursued
my mission with a martyr's zeal ; though my best friends thought me

foolish, and some even believed me touched, on this subject, with mono-

mania. Under such circumstances, is it to be wondered at that a mis-
sive announcing to me that my long agony was over, my theory was

demonstrated by new proof, and received where professional reputation,
talent and learning would enable its new champion to command atten-
tion, overcame for a moment the sensibilities of a woman's nature. That
physician, if such he be, who made the detestable pun of " crocodile
tears," ought to be ashamed and ask my pardon.

Yours respectfully, Emma Willard.

INTUSSUSCEPTION AND OTHER INTESTINAL IRRITATION CON-
NECTED WITH HYDROCEPHALUS.

[Communicated for the Boston Medical and Surgical Journal.]

While a resident of Ohio, in 1850. I was requested by the parents of
a deceased child to be present at the examination of the body by the
attending physician, who was unable previously to come at a satisfactory
diagnosis.

This physician, supposing the bowels the location of the cause of
death, incised the pañetes, and found an invagination along the course
of the ileum of about five inches in length. Portions of this intestine
had been received into itself in the form of a progressive intussuscep-
tion, and was so thoroughly received that the induration was as great
as though the intestine had contained the hardest scybala. The intes-
tines contained small portions of green faeces. Supposing the phe-
nomena grave enough to be fatal to the child, the abdomen was closed,
and the examination considered convincing, and concluded. From some

reason, however, the surgeon was induced to put the scalpel through the
squamous portion of the temporal bone, until reaching the brain, at which
point a colorless, limpid fluid issued from the opening.

At Cleveland, in the same State, I was once called upon to examine
a child 3 years of age, the patient of another physician, which had
died, according to the attendant and counsel, of a complicated malady,
consisting of hydrocephalus, intestinal irritation (probably from worms),
and a general enervation. I found about three, gills of a straw-colored
fluid in the ventricles ; and on opening the abdomen, the following phe-
nomena obtained. The intestines destitute of faecal matter, natural in
appearance, excepting a portion of the ileum of about sixteen inches in
length, which contained ascarides. There were two, each about eight
inches in length ; and where one ended another commenced, stretching
along lengthwise the bowel, which at this point was of a dark-red color.
I found tubercles in the mesentery, the size of large peas, and consist-
ing of a substance analogous to concrete albumen.* The child was

* The entire appearance of the prima1 via? was not conspicuously unnatural, with the exception
of the portion of the ileum. I believe there was not that acme of healthy look that usually ob-
tains in persons who have died of' other and irrelevant disease. They bad more the air oí the
skin and entire exterior of a marasmus patient.
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